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The general spherically symmetric dyonic solutions of vacuum Einstein equations compatible 
with a K-dimensional toroidal fiber structure in 4 + K dimensions are found. Solutions with no 
electric and/or magnetic charges can be obtained by suitable limiting procedures. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In Kaluza-Klein theories, I we try to unify the gravita-
tional interaction and the gauge interactions by considering 
only the gravitational interaction but in a higher-dimension-
al manifold. This manifold is assumed to have the structure 
of a fiber bundle with a four-dimensional base manifold and 
a compact homogeneous fiber. Furthermore, the metric is 
assumed to have a special form compatible with the bundle 
structure and, when restricted to the fiber, to be invariant 
under the "internal" group G that acts on the fiber. The 
question then arises as to why nature chose such a (pseudo) 
Riemannian manifold rather than, say, a flat higher-dimen-
sional Minkowski space. In particular, if one assumes that 
the Lagrangian governing the higher-dimensional gravity is 
the Einstein-Hilbert Lagrangian generalized to higher di-
mensions, as the geometrical arguments would suggest, then 
it is natural to ask if there are any stationary points of the 
Lagrangian that display the characteristics of our ansatz. 
Moreover, those stationary points that cannot be continu-
ously deformed to the trivial one, the higher-dimensional 
Minkowski space, are of particular interest. The monopole 
solution of the vacuum Einstein equation discovered by 80r-
kin2 and by Gross-Perry3 is such an example in five dimen-
sions. This solution has the special property of being regular 
everywhere. In five dimensions, the internal group G is nec-
essarily Abelian. 
In this work, we shall investigate the general spherically 
symmetric dyonic solutions of vacuum Einstein equations 
under the Kaluza-Klein (KK) ansatz with an Abelian Lie 
group G. This may not be of direct physical relevance, how-
ever, it is one of the simplest cases where one may analyze the 
predictions of classical KK theories in an analytical way. 
Moreover, in other works,4-6 we have pointed out the rela-
tions of such systems to the nonlinear sigma models in two 
dimensions, which have received a lot of interest for other 
reasons. 
In a previous work,7 we found a Lax form for the field 
equations we are considering. A method of integrating these 
equations was outlined later.s Using the results of these 
works, we can express a general solution of our system in 
terms of parameters that satisfy nonlinear constraint equa-
tions. The purpose of this work is to fill in the details and to 
solve the nonlinear constraint equations. The investigation 
of the various properties of the explicit solutions will be car-
ried out in future works. 
In the next section, we review very briefly the previous 
work 7 following largely the same notation. In Sec. III, we 
show how to integrate the field equations and write out the 
explicit solutions in terms of constrained parameters. The 
constraint equations are solved in Sec. IV. The general solu-
tions can then be expressed explicitly in terms of indepen-
dent parameters. A brief discussion is given in the final sec-
tion. 
II. FIELD EQUATIONS 
The metric of the (4 + K)-dimensional manifold is as-
sumed to have the following form: 
g = gp,v (x)dx? ®dxv + <l>ab (x){Ja ® 0 b, 
where 
oa = dya + Ap, Q(x)dxP" a = 1, ... ,K, 
and 
gp,v (x)dx? dxv = exp(2'1'(r»)dt 2 
(1) 
(2) 
+ exp(2A(r»)d~ + ~ dO?, (3) 
pa(N) =gasin(O), patr=p(J(r), P;v =0, otherwise, 
(4) 
<l>ab (x) = (exp(2x(r)))ab' x(r) = Tr x(r). (5) 
The field equations are given by the vanishing of the Ricci 
tensor. The equation Rp,a = 0 can be integrated once to give 
<l>ab pb~ exp('I' + X + A) = Ca' (6) 
where the Ca are the integration constants. The vanishing of 
Rab , Rm R", and R(J(J gives 
= ~ (gagb exp('I' + X + A) - cach exp('I' + A - X»), 
(7) 
!!... (~exp('I' + X - A)'I") = ~ caca exp('I' + X - A), 
dr 2, 
(8) 
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!!.... (r exp('I1 + X - A») 
dr 
= exp('I1 + X + A) - 2~ g"ga exp('I1 + X + A), 
(9) 
i" - X' ('11' + A') + l.. Tr(<I>-IJr <l»2 = ~ ('11' + A'), 4 r 
(10) 
where/, = df Idr, 
ga = <I> ab gh, ca = <l>abgb , <l>ac<I> cb = {jab' ( 11 ) 
and summation for repeated indices is implied. 
Let us change variables from r to z defined by the equa-
tion 
dz = l.. exp(A - '11 - X). 
dr r 
(12) 
Combining Eqs. (8) and (9) and the trace of Eq. (7), we 
find 
~ ('11 + X + In r) = r exp(2'11 + 2X), (13) dr 
which can be integrated to give 
r exp(2'11 + 2X) = (k Isinh kZ)2, (14) 
where k is the integration constant. This equation gives the 
relation between rand z once '11 and X are known. Our solu-
tion will express 'I1,X, and <I> as functions ofz. A andpa then 
follow from Eqs. (12) and (6), respectively. We find 
exp( - 2A) = (sinh kzlk) 2 ['V + X + k coth kZ]2. (15) 
Introducing the vielbein ea m for <I> so that 
<I> ab = ea meb m, 
we find that Eqs. (7)-(9) can be written as a single matrix 
equation8 
.iJ + [L,B] = 0, (16) 
where Band L are (K + 2) X (K + 2) matrices given as 
B=HG-IG+(G-IG)T], (17) 
L = HG -IG - (G -IG)T]. (18) 
The matrix G is an extension of the vielbein e and is defined 
by 
Go.o = exp('I1), GO•m = i( yTe)m' 
GO•k + I = W exp( - ('11 + X»), 
Ga.o = 0, Gam = ea m, Ga.k + I = iXa exp( - ('11 + X»), 
Gk + 1.0 = 0, Gk + I.m = 0, 
GK + I,K+ I = exp( - ('11 + X»), l<>;m, a<>;K, (19) 
where X, Yare column vectors and W is a scalar defined by 
X = <l>g exp(2('11 + X»), y = <I>-Ic exp(2'11), 
w = _XTy = - gT <l>Yexp(2('I1 + X»). (20) 
Note the use of matrix notations for <l>ab' g", and Ca' It fol-
lows from Eq. (5) that det <I> = exp(2x) so that 
det G = 1. (21) 
From this and Eq. (17), we find that 
TrB=O. (22) 
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We still have to check that Eq. (to) is satisfied. One can 
show that it is equivalent to the equation 
TrB2=2k 2. (23) 
Since Tr B n are constants of motion, as follows from Eq. 
(16), Eq. (1 0) merely relates k 2 to other integration con-
stants. Let the initial value of B be Bo. Since Bo is symmetric 
we can write 
Bo = KoHKo T, KoK l = 1, Ko = IKo I, (24) 
where H and I are diagonal, 
HOa = - !wa , 10,0 = Ik+ I,k+ I = - 1, 
Iaa = 1, otherwise, (25) 
where Ko is the complex conjugate of Ko. The condition on 
Ko is necessary to guarantee that the real and imaginary ele-
ments of Bo appear in the proper places. Equations (22) and 
(23) become, respectively, 
L Wa = 0, L Wa 2 = 8k 2. (26) 
a a 
In the following section, we shall indicate how to inte-
grate Eqs. (16)-(18). 
III. INTEGRATING FIELD EQUATIONS 
The integration of the field equations is based on a 
theorem known in the mathematical literature in a more 
general context. 9 For simplicity, we shall choose a gauge so 
that the vielbein e is upper triangular. Then G is also upper 
triangular. The theorem states that if 
Ko exp(zH) = S(z)K(z), (27) 
where S is upper triangular and K(z) satisfies the same con-
straints as Ko, i.e., 
KKT = 1, K=IKI, 
then 
B(z) = K(z)HK(z) T, 
G(z) = GoS(z), 
(28) 
(29) 
(30) 
where Go is the initial value of G if the initial value of S, So is 
chosen to be identity. 
The proof of this theorem is quite simple and can be 
found in Ref. 8. 
This theorem reduces the integration of the field equa-
tions to the problem of matrix decomposition. The required 
decomposition was carried out in the previous work. 8 It was 
also pointed out there that to find "gauge invariant" quanti-
ties, Le., those independent of the choice of the extended 
vielbein G, such as the metric components <I> ab' there is no 
need to do the matrix decomposition. Indeed, from Eqs. 
(27) and (30), we find 
GG T = Uexp(2zH)U T, 
where 
U=GoKo' 
It is also convenient to introduce the matrix 
V = U exp(zH). 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
We shall denote the rows of U,Vby Ua,Va, respectively, 
and consider them as (K + 2)-dimensional vectors. 
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From the definitions of G in Eqs. (19) and (20) and 
using Eq. (31), we can express the metric components in 
terms of Vas follows: 
exp( - 2('1' + X» = I VK+ 11 2, (34) 
<l>ab = Va . Vb' (35) 
exp(2'1') = Iv12, (36) 
iXa = (Va' VK + I )/1 VK + I 12, (37) 
i(<I>Y)a = Va . Vo, (38) 
W = (Vo' VK + I )/IVK + I 12, (39) 
where a,b = 1, ... ,K and 
Va = Va -iXaVK+1, (40) 
Vo= Vo-WVK+1, (41 ) 
K 
V = Vo - i L yaVa. (42) 
a=1 
Similarly, if we take the inverse on both sides ofEq. (31), 
and define 
v· = (VT)-I, u· = (U T )-I, (43) 
then we can obtain alternate formulas to those presented in 
Eqs. (34 )-( 36). In particular, we have 
exp( - 2'1') = IV· 01 2, (44) 
(<I>-l)ab = V:. V:, 
- iYa = (V~ . V:)/I V~12, 
where 
V!'= V!,+iYaV~. 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
Let us observe that X, Y, and W are auxiliary variables 
that depend on the metric components through their defini-
tions in Eq. (20). This has two consequences. First, Eq. (20) 
will give constraints among the initial data U. Next, since 
Eq. (20) involves only the first derivatives of X, Y, and w, the 
metric components will not depend on their initial values. 
This is also obvious from Eqs. (35) and (36). Weshallrefer 
to this as gauge degrees offreedom. More explicitly, the met-
ric components are invariant under the following gauge 
transformations: 
Ua--+-Ua +ikaUK+I, a= 1, ... ,K, 
K 
Uo--+-Uo+i L k,aUa - (k,)K+IUK+ I, 
a=1 
(48) 
(49) 
where k a, k la, are arbitrary constant vectors of dimensions 
K and K + 1, respectively. 
The constraints following from Eq. (20) are the follow-
ing: 
K 
i L g"Van + (wn - a) VK+ I,n = 0, a = 1, ... ,K, (50) 
a=1 
K+I _ 
iCa Ivl2 + L Wn (Va )nvn = 0, a = 1, ... ,K, (51) 
n=O 
where a is a constant parameter. 
These constraints need only be satisfied at z = O. Equa-
tions of motion will guarantee that they be satisfied at any z. 
This is also obvious from the explicit solutions (34)-(39). 
Finally, we have, following from Eqs. (21) and (32), 
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(det U)2 = 1. (52) 
In the following section, we shall show how to solve the 
constraint Eqs. (50)-(52) on the initial data U. 
IV. SOLVING CONSTRAINTS ON INITIAL DATA 
Let us begin with Eqs. (51). This equation can be writ-
ten as 
- iCa = V~ . v/lvl2 
= Det( V~,VI"",VK + I )/Det(v,VI,· .. ,VK+ I) 
= Det( U~,UI,,,,,UK+ 1 )/Det( UO,U1'."'UK+ 1)' 
(53) 
where V~ is the (K + 2)-vector with the components 
Wn (Va)n and U~ is the (K + 2)-vector with the compo-
nents Wn Uan . In the arguments of "Det," we have written 
out the rows of the determinant. To obtain the second equa-
lity, we used the fact that v is orthogonal to VI'"'' VK + I . To 
obtain the last equality, we used Eq. (50), and factored out 
thezdependence. It follows from Eq. (53) that we can write 
K L YabUbn + i/3a UK+I,n -icaUon =WnUan ' a= 1, ... ,K, 
b=l 
(54) 
where Ya b and/3a are constants. 
Equations (50) and (54) can now be combined into a 
single matrix equation 
(Wn - y) utn = - iUonc, n = O, ... ,K + 1, 
where y is the (K + 1) X (K + 1) matrix 
(55) 
(56) 
and utn' care (K + 1 )-vectors with the components 
(Utn)a=Uan , (Utn)K+I=iUK+1,n' a=I, ... ,K, 
(57) 
(c)a = Ca, (C)K+ I = 0, (58) 
respectively. 
It is convenient to write 
K+I 
UOn = if" det(wn -y) = if" L wnK+I-mam(y), 
m=O (59) 
where the last equality defines am (Y). 
Using the Hamilton-Caley equation, 10 i.e., if 
P(A) = det(A - y), thenP(y) = 0, we can compute the in-
verse of Wn - Y to get 
K 
(det(wn - y)j(wn - y)-I = L Wn K-mR m , 
m=O 
where Rm are the (K + 1) X (K + 1) matrices 
m 
Rm = L an (y)ym-n. 
n=O 
Defining the (K + 1)-vectors um by 
um (y,c) = Rmc 
and using Eqs. (55), (59) we obtain 
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K 
Uan=/n L WnK-m(Um)a, a=I, ... ,K, 
m=O 
K 
UK+I,n = -if" L WnK-m(Um)K+I' 
m=O 
Note that the matrix U can be decomposed as 
U=II/2. r.A. W·F.I- I/2, 
where I 1/2 and Fare diagonal matrices 
(63) 
(64) 
(65) 
(11/2)00 = i, (11/2) K + I,K + I = - i, (1112)aa = 1, 
Foo = ifo, FK+ I,K+ I = - ifK+ I' 
Faa =/a, a = 1, ... ,K; 
l' is the matrix 
roo = 1, rOa = l' aD = 0, 
rab = (jib-Ie)a, a,b = 1, ... ,K + 1; 
and A is upper triangular, and is given by 
Ai,i+j = aj (f), i,j = O, ... ,K + 1. 
Finally, W is the matrix 
Wij = (Wj)K-i+I, det W= A(wO,,,,,WK+I)' 
It is now trivial to find the determinant of U, we get 
det U = Cij.~/n) A(wo,""wK+ I )det r. 
The constraint equation (51) can be solved by 
K+I 
(Fnn)2 = bhn ( - l)n II ' (wn - wm )-1, 
m=O 
n = O,I, ... ,K + 1, 
K+I 
(66) 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
(70) 
(71) 
II hn =l, hn>O ifwo>wl >'" >wK+1> (72) 
n=O 
where the superscript"'" in Eq. (71) means the term 
m = n is to be omitted and the constant b is given by 
b K + 2 = (det rrT)-1 (73) 
and is a function of f,c only. 
Computing VV T, we find 
(VVT)ij =Eij Aij/A, Eij=(11/2)jj(1I/2)jj' (74) 
where Aij is the determinant obtained from A(wO"",wK + I ) 
by replacing the first row of 
Wn K + I-+bhn Inn Pij (Wn )exp( - WnZ); 
P ij is the polynomial 
2K+2 
(75) 
p .. (w ) = ~ W 2K+2-na .. (76) IJ m L m 'J.n 
n=O 
with 
r l = max(O,n - K - 1), r2 = min(n,K + 1). (77) 
Similarly, we can compute V* V*T to get 
(V*V*T)ij =E*ijA*ij/A, E*ij = (1-1/2>U(1-1/2)jj' 
(78) 
where again A * ij is obtained from A by the replacement of its 
first row 
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Wm K+ I-+b -Ih;;; IImmPt exp(wmz); 
P t is now given by 
K+I 
(79) 
Pt= L (r*A*)ir(r*A*)jsar(Dm)as(Dm)' (80) 
r.s=O 
where Dm is the (K + 1) X (K + 1) diagonal matrix ob-
tained from the diagonal matrix D, Dnn = Wn, by deleting 
the mth row and column. The matrices 1'* rA * are defined 
similarly to V*,U*. Note that we have, from Eq. (26), 
al(Dm)=wm, a2(Dm ) = -4k2+wm2. (81) 
In general, ar (Dm) can be written as a polynomial in Wm 
with coefficients depending only on Tr D n. 
The components of the metric tensor then follow from 
Eqs. (34), (35), (44), and (45). We have 
exp( - 2('11 + X») = - AK+ I,K+ I/A, 
exp( - 2'11) = - A*o,o/A, 
(82) 
(83) 
<l>ab = (Aa,K+ I Ab,K+ 1- AabAK+ I,K+ I )/(AAK+ I,K+ I), 
(84) 
(<1>-1 lab = (A * O,a A *O,b - A * abA * 0,0)' (85) 
The remaining components exp( - 2A) follow from Eq, 
(15) and the electric fields pa (r) follows from Eq. (6). 
We have expressed the general solution of the field equa-
tions in terms of f, ca , W n , and hn , which are related to the 
initial conditions. Here Wn and h n satisfy constraints that are 
trivial to solve. There are, however, still redundant param-
eters due to the gauge degrees of freedom as expressed in 
Eqs. (48) and (49). Substituting these equations in Eq. 
(55), we find that the gauge transformations are equivalent 
to the following transformations on f: 
_ ( 1, 
Y-+ 0, 
- k ) _ (1, 
1 Y 0, (86) 
where the vectors k a, (k ')i are gauge parameters that ap-
pear in Eqs. (48) and (49). 
Let c* be an arbitrary K-vector that may depend only on 
Ca' Ff and is such that (C*)TC = 0. Then one can choose a 
gauge such that 
K 
Pa = 0, a = 0, L c.aYa b = - gh. 
a=1 
In this gauge, it is easy to see that 
det l' = aK (Y) (c· T . c)Det(c,yc, ... ,yK-lc ), 
aK+ 1 (f) =0, an(f) =an(y), n =0,1, ... ,K. 
(87) 
(88) 
(89) 
Since the gauge constraints [Eqs. (87)] are linear, it is easy 
to solve explicitly. However, as in the case of Wn ,hn, we may 
leave it here to preserve the symmetric appearance in the 
indices. 
Equations (82)-(85) represent our principal results. 
An application of these formulas to the six -dimensional case 
to obtain an explicit expression for all dyonic solutions can 
be found in Ref. 11. 
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
By adding 2K + 1 auxiliary variables, namely X, Y, and 
w, we have shown that the system of field equations for 
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(4 + K)-dimensional KK dyons is equivalent to a Toda 
type system9 based on the symmetric space SL(K + 2,R)/ 
SO(K,2). (Although pure imaginary quantities seem to ap-
pear in our formulas, they can all be removed by conjugation 
with I 1/2.) In five dimensions (K = 1), it is well known that 
the group SOC 1,2) appears12 and SO(K,2) appears to be the 
proper generalization to higher dimensions. 
The fact that we have to add auxiliary variables means 
that the true physical system is a reduction of the corre-
sponding Toda system. This reduction is carried out by alge-
braic manipulations in this work. A more geometrical ap-
proach will bring the symmetric aspects forward and may 
help in global analysis of the solutions. 
Our initial motivation is to look for regular dyonic solu-
tions in higher dimensions. We have succeeded in obtaining 
an expression for the general solutions. The analysis of regu-
larity, even around the origin, by examining the curvature 
scalars is quite tedious. We hope to reformulate the problem 
of regularity in the language of Toda flows and see if a more 
powerful method can be applied. This is still under investiga-
tion. 
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